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Challenges
Email Archiving: 
● Privacy, sensitivity
● Appraisal and selection
● Scale
● Attachments, linked content

Problems with current formats:
● quality of documentation
● gaps in metadata 
● individual email formats: challenges with context & metadata 
● container formats: challenges with embedded objects
● email specific preservation and access formats: + and -  

Problems with current workflows (complex, tool chaining, relatively little uptake in 
broader community)



Recommendations: Community 
Development and Advocacy

Lower-Barrier Activities:

• Assess Institutional Readiness
• Training and Skills Development
• Demystify Email Archiving for 

Collection Donors
• Maintain Assessment of Email 

Tools in COPTR Registry
• Develop Format Comparison 

Matrix

Higher-Impact Activities:

• Sustain Email Archiving Community
• Specification Planning for 

Beginning-of-lifecycle Email Tools
• Develop Criteria for Email Authenticity
• Improve Standards Documentation
• Improve Options for PDF in Email 

Archiving Workflows
• Demonstrate Value for Email as 

Research Data Source/Data Challenge



Recommendations: Tool Support, Testing, 
and Development

Higher-Impact Activities:

• Improved Tools for Sensitivity 
Review

• Develop Email Self-archiving 
Tools

• Sustaining and Integrating 
Existing Tools

• Develop Standards For Tool 
Interoperability with a 
Reference Implementation

Lower-Barrier Activities:

• Test Existing Tools for Data 
Impact and Data Loss

• Improve Format 
Identification, 
Characterization, and 
Validation Tools for Email 
Formats



Email Archiving in 
PDF

A project to explore email archiving using the PDF 
ecosystem of standards, technologies & vendors



“Conversion Criteria and Requirements for 
Archiving Email into PDF Containers”

Project initiated to see if those challenges can be addressed with PDF;
1. as a technical solution
2. as a standards and vendor ecosystem

Kevin De Vorsey - National Archives and 
Records Administration
Kate Murray - Library of Congress 
Duff Johnson - PDF Association
Lynda Schmitz Fuhrig - Smithsonian Institution 
Archives 
Steve Levenson -  ISO TC 171 SC2 WG5 
Convenor for PDF/A 
Stephen Abrams - Harvard University Libraries

Tricia Patterson - Harvard University Libraries
Cal Lee, Professor - UNC School of Information 
and Library Science
Camille Tyndall Watson - State Archives of 
North Carolina
Jamie Patrick-Burns - State Archives of North 
Carolina
Matthew Hardy - Adobe Systems Inc. 
Joel Simpson - Artefactual Systems



Why PDF? 
An existing market
● While current pdf tools are inadequate, the market already exists

A vendor ecosystem 
● 160+ vendors part of PDF Association

A not for profit steward for open standards development
● PDF Association has infrastructure and support for standards process (including 

ISO processes) 

Technical fit to requirements
● new generation of PDF standards provide great support for technically complex 

containers 

Leveraging existing technology--is a demand 
● SAA workshop participants note the need 



Requirements For Archiving Email 
Open Standards
● Interoperability
● Adoption & support
● Quality of standards → quality of 

tooling

● Metadata schemas 

Capturing Email 
● Core email data & metadata

○ Header fields; messages / body parts / 
attachments; 

● Additional metadata; Linked content

Describing Email 
● Capture the scope of an email 

collection
● Recording exclusions
● Provenance
● Digital Signatures

Presenting Email 
● Guidance for what to show on a 

page in a pdf
● Considers legacy pdf readers vs. 

potential for new processors or 
readers



Next Steps 
Finalize report explaining rationale and requirements for archiving email in PDF
● http://www.emailarchivestaskforce.org/  
● Currently open for comments thru June 7th.

A phase two project to develop technically detailed specification and implementation 
reference model 
● ISO standard for “EA-PDF” not contemplated
● Both spec and tooling (open source) for integration by various vendors

Development of tools for creating Email Archives in PDF 
● Vendors update their software or create new tools to create “EA-PDF” files

Development of tools for processing or reading Email Archives in PDF 
● Could range from simple parsers to extract all of the contents in the container, to 

readers that support sophisticated rendering, search, redaction, etc. 

http://www.emailarchivestaskforce.org/


Email Archives:  
Building Capacity and 

Community

https://emailarchivesgrant.library.illinois.edu

Chris Prom
PI and Project Lead

Ruby Lorraine Martinez
Email Archives Community Fellow (rubylm@illinois.edu)

https://emailarchivesgrant.library.illinois.edu/
mailto:rubylm@illinois.edu




Key Facts
1. Supports projects that implement recommendations 

from report, plus new ideas
2. Focus on broadening range of institutions that actively 

archive email
3. Two rounds of funding provided
4. First round applications due June 30th



Project Ideas
● Efforts that implement ‘low barrier’ email processing workflows 

using standard office applications and/or open-source tools, and to 

develop communities of practice around those toolkits

● Programs to develop a statewide or regional capacity to preserve 

email within existing repository infrastructures

● Development and implementation of an email preservation readiness 

toolkit.



More Project Ideas
• Use cases for and development of email-to-PDF toolsets or pathways.

• Testing mechanisms for data loss/transformation when moving email 

from one tool or environment to another

• Cloud-based email self-archiving service or partnerships

• Sustainability planning for email archives tool consortia or 

relationships with existing consortia

• Your ideas!


